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10.000 Hours, Building Block, In the Moment

Media statement  for immediate release 13.11.14

Northern Hemisphere SS2015 / Southern Hemisphere AW2015

10,000 Hours and Building Block collections will be available in stores worldwide and online February 2015.
In the Moment will be available in stores worldwide and online April 2015.

Is it true that it takes ten thousand hours to become a master in any 
discipline? Getting introduced to this hypothesis from philosopher and 
New York Times writer Malcom Gladwell during the early stages of the 
design process led Kowtow to explore the ideas of repetition, timelessness 
and concentration. 10,000 Hours is inspired by the practice.

Kowtow 16th collection borrows design elements from utilitarian clothing, 
work and sportswear, referencing Japanese aesthetic to bring a feel of 
elegance and effortlessness to the range. The collection feels at times 
like a rebellious student looking out the window in the middle of a lesson, 
balancing on the chair’s rear legs between boredom and a need for 
subversion. 

With 10,000 Hours, the label blends sporty silhouettes and preppy looks, 
confronting sleek jersey of the Bright Ideas Dress with crisp twill of the 
Never Too Late Jacket. The flowing drape of the Pay Attention Cape finds 
its counterpart in the geometric panels of the Show Time Jacket. The 
colour palette itself draws from functional garments with highly wearable 
monochrome hues, such as Navy and Cool Grey contrasting with a bold 
Rust Red. For the first time, the introduction of Grey Marle to the collection 
adds texture to the jersey looks in both collection and Building Block ranges. 

Practise means steady rhythm that Kowtow introduces in the details. The 
popular Navy/White Stripes cover the Genius Cardigan with an almost 
hypnotic graphic rhythm. The fine pleated panels in the Twenty Times 
Dress and Fall & Start Again Top add sophistication to the organic cotton. 

Kowtow exclusive prints explore the theme of endless repetition with a 
playful approach. The 10,000 Hours print refers to the traditional Chinese 
puzzle as a starting point and reflects on the infinite possibilities of 
assembling pieces to cover the surface, while the meditative Going in 
Circles print refers to counting time. The Coat of Arms is a take on varsity 
codes and school uniforms.

Oversized cuts, relaxed fit and unisex styles are more than ever part of 
Kowtow’s statement with the Long Hours Anorak, Hour & Hours Pant and 
best selling Building Block Low Crotch Pant. Separates assemble like pieces 
of a puzzle with collars completing necklines such as the Slow Pace Shirt 

worn with the Over & Over Jumpsuit. Garments peek out from under each 
other like the Building Block Turtle Neck Top under the Don’t Think Twice 
Dress. Ties and roll-up cuffs allow for garments versatility such as the Form 
Shirt. 

The Building Block range of highly wearable basics works alongside the 
directional collection to provide a capsule of daily essentials. New styles 
are introduced this season, Building Block Turtle Neck Top and Building 
Block Drape Back Top along with classic styles, dresses, pants, tops and 
a scarf.

In the Moment is the second part of the collection, to be released in April. 
It is inspired by the moments preceding the premiere, when the artist, 
dancer or actor is on stage ready to confront the audience. 

Tension and focus are translated into the origami-like structure of the 
Premiere Dress and In Real Time Top. Change of perspective appears in 
the back drape of the Starting Point Shirt and the shape shifting Player of 
The Day Dress. The eye catching vivid Citrine adds colour to the show in 
bold pieces such as the Performance Cape or Automatic Pant while the In 
the Moment print hints at stage lights.

The Face to Face print refers to contemporary artist Marina Abramovic’s 
‘The Artist is Present’ performance that deals with confrontation between 
the performer and the public.

Kowtow’s self-imposed constraints lead the New Zealand label to research 
further while working exclusively with sustainable resources, carefully 
introducing new fabrics and techniques such as recycled Italian made 
hemp buttons, woven textiles and water-based hand screen-printed 
fabrics. Kowtow designs within those limits with an obsession for perfection 
without compromise, stubbornly affirming an aesthetic that has become 
the label’s signature and relentlessly pushing the boundaries season after 
season.

10,000 Hours, Building Block and In the Moment collections are entirely 
made with 100% premium certified fair trade organic cotton dyed using 
GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standards) approved inks. 


